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Many innovation cities in Korea have been developed as new
towns, drawing criticism for accelerating population outflows
and hollowing-out facilities in old city centers near them. In 2018,
the central government announced a plan to promote mutually
beneficial development (win-win development) between innovation
cities and surrounding areas. This study shall present strategies
for vitalizing urban regeneration in old city centers by making
better use of public institutions relocated into innovation cities.
This study recommends four strategies for this regeneration:
utilizing the capabilities of relocated public institutions; making
an inventory of vacant assets in old towns for conversion into
cultural and consumption spaces; defining traffic strategies to
enhance accessibility between innovation cities and old towns; and
strengthening linkages among related projects.
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Summary

CHAPTER I.

Many innovation cities have been developed as new towns, drawing criticism for
accelerating population outflows and hollowing-out facilities in old city centers near
innovation cities. In 2018, the government announced a plan to promote mutually
beneficial development (win-win development) between innovation cities and surrounding
areas. This study shall present strategies for vitalizing urban regeneration in old city
centers by making better use of public institutions relocated into innovation cities.

The Korean government has promoted building innovation cities and relocating public
institutions to regional areas for fostering a new growth base of balanced national
development. As a result, the relocation of all 111 public institutions was completed
as of December 2019, including the final relocation of the Korea Institute of Science &
Technology Evaluation and Planning that month. Currently, there are 10 innovation cities
around South Korea (Figure 1).

The net outflow from surrounding established cities to 10 innovation cities has been
92,996 persons since 2012. In addition, 51 percent of innovation city population came
from old residential areas within the same municipalities. Since the beginning of public
institution relocation, the growth rate of businesses based in surrounding areas of
innovation cities within same municipalities was 8.1 percent between 2012 and 2017,
lower than the national average of 11.6 percent. The increase in the number of workers
in surrounding areas of innovation cities during the same period was 15.2 percent,
lower than the national average of 16.5 percent, but higher than that of surrounding
municipalities of 12.7 percent.

Figure 1. Current status of 10 innovation cities

Introduction

Source: The author's own work.

Gangwon Innovation city
(Wonju)
Chungbuk Innovation city
(Jincheon, Eumseong)

The central government supports urban regeneration in old towns linked to innovation
cities through various public projects. In 2018, 10 local governments established their own
comprehensive development plans for each innovation city. A budget has been allocated
for 18 mutually beneficial development projects between innovation cities and surrounding
areas, and 28 projects were selected for urban regeneration near innovation cities.
This study suggests four basic directions to regenerate original city centers near
innovation cities. First, it is necessary to utilize the capabilities of relocated public
institutions. Second, an inventory should be taken of vacant assets in old towns that can
be converted to cultural and consumption spaces. The vacant land and buildings in old
towns can also be reviewed for potential demand from innovation cities. Third, traffic
strategies are needed to enhance accessibility between innovation cities and old towns.
Public transport investments should be made through a step-by-step process with shortand long-term strategies. Finally, it is necessary to strengthen linkages among related
projects, such as an Innovation City Comprehensive Development Plan or an Urban
Regeneration New Deal.

Gyeongbuk Innovation city
(Gimcheon)

Jeonbuk Innovation city
(Jeonju, Wanju)

Daegu Innovation city
(Dong-gu)
Ulsan Innovation city
(Jung-gu)

Gwangju Jeonnam Innovation city
(Naju)

Gyeongnam Innovation city
(Jinju)

Busan Innovation city
(Youngdo-gu, Nam-gu,
Haeundae-gu)

JeJu Innovation city
(Seoguipo)
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1) As soon as the public institution
relocation was complete after 2016,
an one-off payment for acquisition and
registration taxes was made due to
decreases in new land acquisition tax
and building new offices. As a result,
local taxes also decreased somewhat
(to KRW 381.3 billion in 2018), but
they increased again in 2019 to KRW
422.8 billion (Office of Innovative City
Development in the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, and Transport, 2019b,
Statistical data of innovative cities,
December 31).

The effect of the innovation cities has been visualized as part of regional development
due to increases in local tax revenues and gradual increases in the recruitment rate of
local talented job applicants to relocated public institutions. Local tax revenues increased
from KRW 212.8 billion in 2014 to KRW 453.4 billion in 2016 as a result of the creation
of innovation cities.1) The recruitment rate also increased from 8% in 2012 to 10.2% in
2014, 13.3% in 2016, and 23.4% in 2018 (Office of Innovation city Development in the
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport 2019b).
That being said, the initial policy goal of innovation cities (achieve balanced national
development through innovation cities) has not been met because the implementation
has focused on relocating public institutions. Old city centers declined as their
populations were introduced to nearby innovation cities, and the development results
of innovation cities were not shared with surrounding regions, preventing mutually
beneficial development efforts. It has been pointed out that innovation cities located
in small- and medium-sized cities caused socioeconomic problems, such as population
outflow from old city centers and hollowing-out of facilities in old city centers near
innovation cities, as large-scale innovation cities were built on the outskirts of established
cities.
Accordingly, as local governments own important regional innovative assets, such as
relocated public institutions, where innovation cities are located, they need to promote
the vitality of old towns by utilizing and linking the characteristics and competency of
such assets in urban regeneration projects.
The purpose of this study is to provide a measure for preventing the decline of old
city centers around innovation cities while also improving regenerative systems for old
towns linked to innovation cities and the innovative competency of relocated public
institutions. This study’s detailed contents are as follows: First, this study diagnoses the
effect of innovation city policies on the decline of old towns. Second, this study analyzes
the current status of policies and systems for mutually beneficial development between
innovation cities and surrounding regions. Third, this study analyzes regeneration
cases of old city centers that utilized regional innovative competence, thereby deriving
implications. Fourth, this study proposes a measure to improve the system for
regenerating old towns linked with innovation cities.
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CHAPTER Ⅱ.

Decline in Surrounding
Established Cities
and Old City Centers
Around Innovation Cities

1. Analysis Method
This chapter details how the effect declining surrounding established cities and old city
centers, caused by the innovation cities built and public institutions built (as of 2012) was
analyzed to derive regeneration tasks for old city centers. The population outflow from
surrounding established cities was also investigated along with changes in the numbers of
companies and new jobs and the declining trend of old city centers.
To analyze 10 innovation cities and their surrounding established cities, the operational
definitions of the spatial scope for an innovation city, surrounding established city, and
old city center were made. Innovation cities were defined as towns (eup ), townships
(myeon ), or neighborhoods (dong ), and surrounding established cities as eup, myeon, or
dong except for those in innovation cities in a local government where the corresponding
innovation cities belong to. The spatial scope of the innovation city, surrounding
established city, local government where innovation cities locate, and adjacent
municipalities are defined in Table 1.

Chapter II. Decline in Surrounding Established Cities and Old City Centers Around Innovation Cities
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Table 1. Operational definitions of regions, subject to analysis
Category

Competent
city (si) or
province (do)
authority

Spatial analysis unit (eup, myeon, dong)
Si, gun
(county), or gu
(district) (where
the innovation
city is located)

Innovation city

Figure 2. Net population inflow comparison
by region before and after innovation city creation (2005–2011 and
2012–2018)

Eup, myeon, or dong where the innovation city is located
 ’05-’11  ’12-’18

Surrounding
established city

Adjacent municipalities
External si or do other than a competent si or do
authority

Figure 3. Regional composition of net population inflow into innovation cities
by region

92,996

Seoul
Metropolitan
Area
28,717
16%

Eup, myeon, or dong except for those in the innovation city
Government of si, gun, or gu included in the same
metropolitan si or do of an innovation city

46,790

Surrounding
established city
92,996
51%

35,573

28,717
13,624

Seoul Metropolitan area, Other Metropolitan Areas

5,974

232

Source: Statistics Korea. 2005–2018.
Internal Migration Statistics.
Other
Metropolitan
Areas
13,624
7%

Adjacent
municipalities
46,790
26%

-5,703
Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area

Source: The author’s own work.

External ‘si’ or ‘do’

Other
Metropolitan
Areas

Surrounding
established city

Competent ‘si’ or ‘do’

Municipality where an
innovation city is located

Seoul
Metropolitan
Area

Adjacent
municipalities

Innovation
city

Adjacent
municipalities

Surrounding
established city
Adjacent
municipalities

2) Population outflow from surrounding established cities to innovation cities
Of the innovation cities located in large cities, Busan had the largest proportion of net
population inflow from its surrounding established city while Daegu and Ulsan had the
largest net population inflows from a surrounding gu or gun in the same metropolitan si
instead of their surrounding established cities.
Of the innovation cities located in small- to mid-sized cities, six (except for Gwangju and
Jeonnam) had the largest proportion of net population inflow from surrounding established cities. For the exceptions, the largest proportion of the net population inflow was
from adjacent municipalities. These exceptions were due to greater inflow from the adjacent Gwangju metropolitan si rather than Naju, the surrounding established city.

2. Population Outflow from Surrounding Established Cities
1) Composition of net population outflow into innovation cities by region
The population outflow from surrounding established cities to the 10 innovation cities
has been 92,996 persons since 2012. The population inflow to innovation cities from
surrounding established cities amounted to 51% of innovation city total population with
26% of those people coming from either a metropolitan si or the do of a adjacent municipalities, and 16% coming from other metropolitan areas. The surrounding established
city with the largest net outflow into an innovation city was the surrounding established
city of Jeonbuk innovation city (30,010 persons), followed by the surrounding established cities of Gangwon (11,290 persons) and Chungbuk (10,934 persons) innovation
cities
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Figure 4. Changes in net population inflow for innovation cities by region (comparing 2005–
2011 and 2012–2018)
Busan Innovation city

Note: For the Ulsan innovation city,
population outflow into metropolitan
areas and other metropolitan areas
occurred since 2012, contrasting with
the trend of other innovation cities.

Daegu Innovation city

 ’05-’11  ’12-’18

 ’05-’11  ’12-’18

6,351
3,138
544

282

-2,816

244

3,220

1,168

954

1,223

673

Source: Statistics Korea. 2005–2018.
Internal Migration Statistics.

1,261

-1,272

-1,947

Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area

5,923

-3,378
Adjacent
municipalities

Surrounding
established city

Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area
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Adjacent
municipalities

Surrounding
established city
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Gwangju-Jeonnam Innovation city

3. Changes in the Number of Companies and Jobs in Surrounding Established Cities

Ulsan Innovation city

14,953

 ’05-’11  ’12-’18

 ’05-’11  ’12-’18

6,076

5,722

5,450
4,195

1) Growth trend for the number of companies and jobs in surrounding established cities

1,976

-135

-369

-548

-684

-845

-1,291

-2,430
Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area

Adjacent
municipalities

Surrounding
established city

-505
-1,980

Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area

Gangwon Innovation city

-2,178
Adjacent
municipalities

Surrounding
established city

Chungbuk Innovation city

 ’05-’11  ’12-’18

 ’05-’11  ’12-’18
11,290

10,934

6,183

5,048

4,634

1,058

When public institutions started to relocate, the numbers of companies and employees
in surrounding established cities of innovation cities from 2012 to 2017 grew slightly and
consistently compared to the previous five years. However, the growth rates for the
number of companies and employees in surrounding established cities were lower than
those of innovation cities and national averages.

540

1,307

2,775

1,830 1,991

969

2,441

428
-292

Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area

Adjacent
municipalities

Surrounding
established city

Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area

Jeonbuk Innovation city
 ’05-’11  ’12-’18

-784

Adjacent
municipalities

Surrounding
established city

Gyeongbuk Innovation city
30,010

25,953

 ’05-’11  ’12-’18
10,713

The increase rate for the number of companies in innovation cities during 2012–2017
was 48.5%, a significant increase after the relocation of public institutions began in earnest (26.8% increase during 2007–2012). The increase rate for the number of companies in surrounding established cities of innovation cities during 2012–2017 was 8.1%,
which was lower than the national average (11.6%) and adjacent municipalities (11.1%).
However, that rate did increase when public institutions began relocation in earnest (7.5%
during 2007–2012).

Figure 5. Changes of company and employee numbers in innovation cities, surrounding established cities, and adjacent municipalities (comparing 2007–2012 and 2012–2017)
Increase

3,698
4,767

4,059
668

3,219

2,167

6,365
51

1,476

-74

-129

-292

No. of
Companies

-313
Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area

Adjacent
municipalities

Surrounding
established city

Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area

Gyeongnam Innovation city

Adjacent
municipalities

Surrounding
established city

 ’05-’11  ’12-’18

9,063

1,246

2,227

2,205
44

11
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1,149

893

112
-539

Adjacent
municipalities

(unit: %)

60.0

106,665

40.0
30.0

26.8
National Average 11.6

20.0
13,427
5,853

14,383 16,608

Innovation
cities

Surrounding
established
cities

 2007-2012  2012-2017

48.5

50.0

7.5 8.1

8.2 11.1

Surrounding
established
cities

Adjacent
municipalities

10.0
Adjacent
municipalities

Increase

-445

Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area

155,834

0.0

Innovation
cities

10.4 11.6

National

Increase rate

9,568

4,740

684

 2007-2012  2012-2017

Jeju Innovation city

 ’05-’11  ’12-’18

1,825

180,000
160,000
140,000
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0

Source: Statistics Korea. 2007–2017.
Census on Establishment.

Increase rate

Surrounding
established city

Seoul Metropolitan Other Metropolitan
Area
Area

Adjacent
municipalities

-245

Surrounding
established city

No. of
Employees

1,000,000
 2007-2012  2012-2017
900,000
800,000
700,000
600,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
114,891
107,296 135,283
100,000 44,790
0
Innovation
Surrounding
cities
established
cities

868,416 860,159

Adjacent
municipalities

90.0
80.0
70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

(unit: %)
 2007-2012  2012-2017

78.3

44.0
National Average 16.5

Innovation
cities

13.8 15.2

14.7 12.7

Surrounding
established
cities

Adjacent
municipalities
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2) Changes in job and company numbers in surrounding es-tablished cities
of 10 innovation cities
Most innovation cities strengthened increases in the number of companies in
surrounding established cities although the impact on the number of jobs varied by
region. The changes in increase rates for surrounding established cities during 2012–
2017 demonstrated that all surrounding established cities (except for Jeonbuk) had a
higher increase rate for the number of companies and six had a higher increase rate in
the number of jobs compared to 2007–2012. Only three surrounding established cities
had an increase rate of the number of companies, and only four surrounding established
cities had an increase rate of the number of jobs compared to the national averages
during the 2012–2017 period. The fastest respective company and job number growth
for a surrounding established city during 2012–2017 period was Chungbuk (23.2%,
31.1%), followed by Jeju (19.7%, 21.3%), Gangwon (12.2%, 21.5%), and GwangjuJeonnam (9.6%, 18.2%).

Figure 6. Increase rate for company numbers in surrounding established cities (comparing
2007–2012 and 2012–2017)
Source: Statistics Korea. 2007–2017.
Census on Establishment.

(unit: %)

25.0

23.2

 2007-2012  2012-2017

National Average 11.6
10.0

11.0

4.1

9.1
7.3

6.4

4.5

4.5

2.3

1.8

2.5

2.4

Busan

Daegu

GwangjuJeonnam

Ulsan

Gangwon

Chungbuk

Jeonbuk

3.6

Gyeongbuk Gyeongnam

Jeju

80.0

66.3

31.1

60.0

50.0

7.8

5.0

17.1

18.2

8.3
5.5

21.3
17.3

15.5

16.0

16.2

14.2 13.3

20.0
10.0
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9.6

0.0
Surrounding
established city

(unit: %)
240.0
220.0
200.0
180.0
160.0
140.0
120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0

Chungbuk

14.8
11.9

5.5

Innovation
cities

Gwangju-Jeonnam (Naju)
(unit: %)
380.0
360.0
340.0
320.0
300.0
280.0
260.0
240.0
220.0
200.0
180.0
160.0
140.0
120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0

Surrounding
established city

Adjacent
municipalities

Ulsan (Jung-gu)

 2007-2012  2012-2017

386.4

 2007-2012  2012-2017

(unit: %)
100.0
90.0
80.0
70.0
60.0

52.7

50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
17.1

16.0

18.2

14.9

15.5

10.0

11.6

8.3

11.3

6.8

14.5

0.0
Innovation
cities

Surrounding
established city

Adjacent
municipalities

Innovation
cities

Surrounding
established city

Adjacent
municipalities

Chungbuk (Jincheon, Eumseong)
 2007-2012  2012-2017

225.3

(unit: %)
100.0

 2007-2012  2012-2017

100.0

80.0
60.0
40.0
24.4

45.8

31.1
18.1

20.0
16.0

21.5

15.9

14.7

16.4

2.9
0.0

Innovation
cities

Surrounding
established city

Adjacent
municipalities

Innovation
cities

Jeonbuk (Jeonju, Wanju)

Surrounding
established city

Adjacent
municipalities

Gyeongbuk (Gimcheon)

 2007-2012  2012-2017

100.0
80.0

101.0

66.4

40.0

6.4

Gangwon

14.8

14.2

10.0

Adjacent
municipalities

9.9
6.8

Ulsan

20.0
0.0

Innovation
cities

0.0

GwangjuJeonnam

9.1

7.8

60.0

0.0
Daegu

30.0

16.2

15.5

20.0

Busan

40.0

30.0

(unit: %)
120.0

21.5

National Average 16.5
14.8
16.2
15.0

50.0

42.1

40.0

24.4

20.0

67.5

70.0

60.0

 2007-2012  2012-2017

30.0
25.0

12

70.0

 2007-2012  2012-2017

(unit: %)
100.0
90.0

(unit: %)

35.0

Surrounding
established cities

80.0

Source: Statistics Korea. 2007–2017.
Census on Establishment.

Daegu (Dong-gu)

Gangwon (Wonju)

Figure 7. Increase rate for employee numbers in surrounding established cities (comparing
2007–2012 and 2012–2017)

10.0

90.0

12.9

9.6

8.1
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0.0

Source: Statistics Korea. 2007–2017.
Census on Establishment.
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15.6
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Surrounding
established cities

Busan (Youngdo-gu, Nam-gu, and Haeundae-gu)

19.7

20.0

5.0

Figure 8. Rate changes of employee numbers in innovation cities, surrounding established
cities, and adjacent municipalities (comparing 2007–2012 and 2012–2017)

Jeonbuk
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Jeju
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Adjacent
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Gyeongnam (Jinju)

Table 2. Changes in company and job numbers in innovative and surrounding established cities

Jeju (Seogwipo)
 2007-2012  2012-2017

(unit: %)
100.0

 2007-2012  2012-2017

(unit: %)
100.0

Increases in the numbers of companies and jobs in
descending order

Category

80.0

80.0
65.6

60.0

60.0
46.9

57.7

40.0

40.0

16.2

20.0

6.4

9.9

0.0
Innovation
cities

21.3

19.6

24.5

16.1

17.3

20.0

Attracted innovative cluster companies

Surrounding
established city

Adjacent
municipalities

Attracted within innovation cities

0.0
-20.0

-14.8
Innovation
cities

Surrounding
established city

Adjacent
municipalities

3) Relationship between innovative and surrounding established cities:
Changes in company and job numbers
The relationship between innovative and surrounding established cities, in terms of changes in
the number of companies and jobs, can be categorized by four observations. First, innovative and
surrounding established cities can grow together. The numbers of companies and jobs increased
highly in the Gwangju-Jeonnam innovation city, innovative cluster-related companies were also
attracted to surrounding established city of Naju instead of its innovation city and its adjacent
municipality (Gwangju). Second, innovation cities can grow while causing unsatisfactory effects on
their surrounding established cities. The Gyeongnam, Daegu, Busan, and Jeonbuk innovation cities
belong to this category. Third, surrounding established cities can experience growth unrelated to
their innovation cities. The Chungbuk, Jeju, and Gangwon innovation cities belong to this category
where few to no innovative cluster-related companies were attracted, but the increase rates of
the number of companies and jobs in surrounding established cities were higher than the national
averages. Finally, both innovative and surrounding established cities can experience poor growth.
Few innovative cluster-related companies were attracted by the Ulsan and Gyeongbuk innovation
cities and the increase rates for the numbers of companies and jobs in the surrounding established
cities were substantially poor compared to national averages and adjacent municipalities.

• Gyeongnam

(355 companies), Gwangju-Jeonnam (328 companies),

Busan (151 companies), Daegu (129 companies)
• Gyeongnam

(355 companies), Gwangju-Jeonnam (242 companies),

Busan (142 companies), Daegu (129 companies)

Attracted in other locations (e.g.,
surrounding established cities)

• Gwangju-Jeonnam

(55 companies), Busan (9 companies),

Increase in the numbers of companies and
jobs in innovation cities (administrative
dong): 2012–2017

• Jeonbuk

(3,159 companies, 21,874 employees), Busan (2,296

Increase rates for the number of companies
and jobs in surrounding established cities:
2012–2017 (National averages: 11.6% and
16.5%, respectively)

Source: Office of Innovation city
Development in the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, and Transport 2019a;
Statistics Korea 2007–2017.

Gyeongbuk (3 companies), Jeonbuk (2 companies)

companies, 18,600 employees), Gwangju-Jeonnam (1,570
companies, 13,556 employees)
• Chungbuk

(23.2%, 31.3%), Jeju (19.7%, 21.3%), Gangwon (12.2%,

21.5%), Gwangju-Jeonnam (9.6%, 18.2%)

4) Status of decline in old city centers by location characteristics of innovation cities
Regional characteristics differ significantly to solve the problem by categorizing the relationship
between innovation cities and old city centers. The effect of innovation cities located in large cities
and on old city centers differs according to location conditions. For the Busan and Ulsan innovation
cities (located in declining old city centers), the urban regeneration effect occurred. By contrast,
the Daegu innovation city (located on the outskirts of Daegu city) increased the decline of the
city center. Youngdo-gu in Busan and Jung-gu in Ulsan (where the innovation cities were located
on declining city centers) saw their innovation cities delay regional decline in terms of urban
regeneration. These results make it difficult to say that innovation cities cannot produce sufficient
innovation to stop the overall city decline.
The causes of decline and regeneration for old city centers near small- and mid-sized innovation
cities are needed to consider various factors. It is not necessarily true that old city center decline
is caused by innovation cities. Thus, it is necessary to have a space re-arrangement strategy to
meet the function and demand of innovation cities and old city centers according to regional
characteristics. The local governments in small- and mid-sized cities employ a strategy to
restructure the main functions of old city centers into cultural tourism, consumption, commercial,
and public services as a measure to overcome old city center decline due to suburbanized
residential areas. Innovation cities (such as Gimcheon, Naju, and Eumseong-Jincheon) provide
good residential environments for small- and mid-sized city inhabitants. Some innovation cities
(such as Chungbuk and Gwangju-Jeonnam) increased the number of companies or jobs in their
surrounding established cities despite population outflow. Thus, several local governments (such
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as Jinju and Naju) introduced a strategy to activate old city centers by accepting the spatially
functional divisions between innovation cities and old city centers, thereby strengthening the basis
of consumption, tourism, and culture in the latter.

Location
Innovative
characteristic City

Table 3. Status of decline in old city centers (dong regions) and the innovation city ripple effect by location characteristics
Location
Innovative
characteristic City

Gyeongnam

Status of decline in old city centers
Innovation city
Boundary with innovation city
Location
Decline in two sectors
Decline in three sectors

Ripple effect of
innovation city

Innovation city
Location

Jinju downtown
area
(Adjacent to old
city center)

Status of decline in old city centers
Boundary with innovation city
Decline in two sectors
Decline in three sectors

Haeundae-gu

Seongbuk-dong
Panmun-dong
Sinan-dong

Sangpyeong-dong

Busan

Urban regeneration effect
through the creation of an
innovation city

Centum

Nam-gu

Youngdo-gu
downtown area
(Adjacent to old
city center)

Jeju

Haeundae-gu
Nam-gu

Dongsam area

Seogwipo
center area
(Adjacent to old
city center)

Jungmun
Yerae-dong -dong
Daeryun-dong

Daegu

Youngdo-gu

Bullo·
Bongmu-dong
Jijeo-dong

Dopyeong-dong

Dong-gu

Ansim 2-dong
Haean-dong

Dongchon
-dong

Hyodon-dong

Ansim 3·4-dong

Ansim 1-dong

Seongbuk-dong

Urban regeneration
required utilizing a large
parcel of unused land in
the downtown area and a
suitable relocation area to
relocate the Gyeongbuk
Provincial Government
Office, k-2 military airport,
and Daegu prison while
closing the Duryu water
treatment plant and
performing other actions.

Songwon-dong

Geumnam-dong

Bitgaram-dong

Yeonggang-dong

Small- to midsize new town
type

GwangjuJeonnam

Outskirts of
Naju downtown

Yeongsan-dong

Ulsan

Jung-gu
downtown
(Old city center)

Byeongyeong
2-dong

Usan-dong

Yaksa-dong
Daun-dong

Taehwa-dong
Boksan 1-dong
Wojeong-dongJungang
-dong
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Hakseong-dong
Jung-gu

Byeongyeong
1-dong
Boksan 2-dong
Bangu
1-dong

Urban regeneration effect
through the creation of an
innovation city

Gangwon

Outskirts
of Wonju
downtown

Population outflow due to
innovation city

Ichang-dong

Socho-myeon

Seongan-dong

Population outflow due to
innovation city

Urban regeneration effect
through the creation of an
innovation city

Youngdo-gu

Gongsan-dong

Outskirt of
Dong-gu
downtown area

Seohong-dong

Cheonji-dong
Songsan-dong

Population outflow from
downtown due to innovation
city and various outskirts
development
Large city
location type

Cheongjeon-dong

Yeongcheon-dong

Daecheon-dong

Daeyeon
area

Population outflow due to
innovation city

Jungang-dong
Geumsan-myeon
Chungmugong-dong
Munsan-eup

Small- to midsize newly
developed
district type

Munhyeon area

Nam-gu
downtown area
(Adjacent to old
city center)

Chojang-dong

Sangbong-dong

Pyeonggeo-dong

Haeundae-gu
sub-downtown
area
(New
development
land)

Ripple effect of
innovation city

Ilsan-dong
Wonin-dong

Munmak-eup
Sillim-myeon
Buron-myeon

Taejang 2-dong
Jungang-dong
Taejang 1-dong
Bongsan-dong

Gwirae-myeon

Haenggu-dong

Myeongnyun 1-dong

Population outflow due to
innovation city

Bangokgwanseol
-dong

Hakseong
-dong
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Location
Innovative
characteristic City

Chungbuk

Innovation city
Location

Outskirts of
JincheonEumseong
Note1)
downtowns

Status of decline in old city centers
Boundary with innovation city
Decline in two sectors
Decline in three sectors

Geumwang-eup
Daeso
-myeon

Ripple effect of
innovation city

Creation of densely
populated area due to an
innovation city in the gun
area where the population
is distributed

Eumseong-eup

Eumseong-gun

Iwol-myeon
Deoksan-myeon
Jincheon-gun

Maengdong-myeon
Wonnam-myeon
Chopyeong
-myeon

CHAPTER Ⅲ.

Current Policies for
Win-Win Development
between Innovation Cities
and Adjacent Regions

Dongsan-dong
Jochon-dong
Ua 2-dong

Palbok-dong

Jeonbuk

Outskirts of
Jeonju-Wanju
downtowns

Wanju-gun
Iseo-myeon

Nosong-dong

Deokjin-dong
Jinbuk-dong

Population outflow due to
innovation city

Wansan-dong
Seoseohak-dong
Samcheon
3-dong

1. Central Government Policies

Dongseohak-dong
Pyeonghwa 2-dong

Eomo-myeon
Bongsan-myeon
Pyeonghwa Namsan-dong
Daesing-dong
Daehang-myeon
Jasan-dong

Gyeongbuk

Outskirts of
Gimcheon
downtown

Daegok-dong

Jijwa-dong

Guseong-myeon

Joma
-myeon
Jirye-myeon

Yanggeum-dong

Nammyeon

Population outflow due to
innovation city

Nongso
-myeon

Daedeok-myeon

Note: Gun areas were excluded from the analysis because no densely populated dongs exist.
Source: Edited by the author based on data from Gimcheon-si 2015; Naju-si 2017a; Daegu Metropolitan-si 2019; Busan Metropolitan-si 2015; Wanju-gun 2019; Ulsan
Metropolitan-si 2015; Wonju-si 2019; Jeonju-si 2019; Jinju-si 2017.

Korea’s central government announced the “Measure to Promote Innovation city Season 2”
in 2018 in collaboration with related ministries, including mutually beneficial development
with surrounding regions as one of its five promotion tasks. The government also promoted a measure to link old city center regeneration to that development. Measures to link
innovation cities with old city center regeneration were the discovery and support of urban
regeneration projects near innovation cities, the development of a cultural promotion network (the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism), providing incentives when establishing
new direct local food shops (the Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs), and the
attraction of development and mandatory funding. A foundation was to be built to expand
mutually beneficial development (another promotional task) and selected as a detailed
strategy of the promotional tasks to make innovation cities comfortable, which was one of
the four driving tasks in 2019.
Other than the above projects, various public participation projects related to old city
center regeneration were promoted, including an urban regeneration new deal, the
Saetul-Maul (New Garden Town) project, a living social overhead capital (SOC) complex
project, a project to support cultural regeneration in industrial complexes and closed
industry facilities (Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism), a leading renewal project for
aged public buildings, and a maintenance project of construction-interrupted buildings.
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2. Current Status of Local Government Plans and Projects
Local governments promote old city center regeneration through public contest participation (such as a comprehensive development plan for an innovation city), urban regeneration, Saetul-Maul projects, and living SOC complex projects, but project linkage is not
that high.

Figure 9. Urban regeneration projects in surrounding established cities of innovation cities

Two projects in Chungbuk
(Jincheon, Eumseong)

Two projects in Gangwon (Wonju)

One general neighborhood type
One residential support type

One general neighborhood type
One residential support type

Six projects in Jeonbuk
(Jeonju, Wanju)

①
Current status of implementing a comprehensive development plan for
an innovation city
There were 18 projects with budgets in 2018 and projected budgets for 2019 that were
among the promotional tasks of the mutually beneficial development section of the
comprehensive development plan for innovation cities. Among them, there were seven
urban regeneration projects and three local food-related projects.
② Urban regeneration project
As of 2019, there were 28 urban regeneration projects in the surrounding regions
(adjacent established cities) of innovation cities. Only five of those projects were selected
by public contest to promote human resource fostering and collaboration projects with
public institutions of an innovation city (if Gwangju is included, six projects were selected).
③ Saetul-Maul project
Thirteen Saetul-Maul projects were underway in the surrounding established cities of
innovation cities to improve the residential environments of declining regions. Few of
those projects are related to utilizing relocated public institution competencies or linking
innovation cities.
④ Living SOC complex project
Although 17 living SOC complex projects were selected from surrounding regions (adjacent established cities) of innovation cities, their linkages with innovation cities were not
that high.
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Two projects in Kyeongbuk
(Kyeongbuk)

Two of central city type
One general neighborhood type
One residential support type
Two of town regeneration type

Two of central city type

Figure 10. Living SOC complex projects in surrounding established cities of innovation cities

One projects in Chungbuk
(Jincheon, Eumseong)

Two projects in Gangwon(Wonju)

Complex innovation center in
Chungbuk Innovation city

Complex Sports Center in
Enterprise City
Happy culture complex center in
Taejang-dong

Two projects in Jeonbuk
(Jeonju, Wanju)

One projects in Kyeongbuk
(Kyeongbuk)

Eco City
Complex community center
Jeonju Youth Center

Happy Together Center

One projects in Daegu (Dong-gu)
Four projects in Gwangju
Jeonman(Naju)

One general neighborhood type

Two of central city type
One general neighborhood type
Two of town regeneration type

One projects in Daegu(Dong-gu)

One projects in Gwangju
Jeonman(Naju)

Happy Welfare Center

Naju Family Center
Three projects in Ulsan(Jung-gu)

One projects in Ulsan(Jung-gu)

Two of central city type
One general neighborhood type
Two of town regeneration type

Two projects in Jeju (Seoguipo)
One general neighborhood type
One residential support type

One projects in Gyeongnam
(Jinju )
One of central city type

Five projects in Busan(Yeongdogu, Nam-gu, Haeundae-gu )
One economy-based type
Two of central city type
One general neighborhood type
Two of town regeneration type

Relocation and building of Central
Library

Three projects in Jeju (Seoguipo)
Family Complex Center
Complex Center in Pyoseon-myeon
Complex Center in Nanwon-eup

Two projects in Gyeongnam
(Jinju )

Three projects in Busan(Yeongdogu, Nam-gu, Haeundae-gu )

Entrepreneurship Professional
Library
Cultural Library for Disabilities

Complex Citizen Sports Center
Complex Annex of Nam-gu Office
Complex Annex of Uam-dong Office

Source: (Left)

Edited by the author based on the data from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport (2013), and the Office for Government Policy
Coordination (2016, 2017, 2018, 2019a, and 2019b).
(Right) Edited by the author based on the data from the Presidential Committee for Balanced National Development et al. (2019).

3. Policy Limitations and Challenges
At the central government level, there are insufficient stepwise goals and strategies in the
mutually beneficial development section with surrounding regions. Support is also lacking
among the promotional tasks of Innovation city Season 2 for the activation of urban regeneration around innovation cities and project linkage. Therefore, appropriate stepwise
goals and strategies are needed along with systematic project support.
Local governments lack urgency in relation to mutually beneficial development, have inadequate consultation channels, are ineffective at promoting tasks in the comprehensive
development plan of innovation cities, and perform poorly when urban regeneration
projects linked with relocated public institutions appear. Thus, improvement measures
are needed, such as assigning incentives when participating in urban regeneration projects, inducting participants of relocated public institutions, and building regular consultation channels.
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CHAPTER Ⅳ.

Best Practices:
Regenerating Old City
Centers by Utilizing
Regional Capacity for
Innovation

2. Case of Utilizing Regional Innovative Competency and Relocated Public Institution Competency
1) Building a regional innovation system by linking relocated public institutions and regional industries/companies
This urban regeneration project at Daepyeong-dong in Busan is a successful case of
developing a regional innovation system and promoting urban regeneration by utilizing
and inter-linking relocated public institutions as well as regional companies and assets.
The urban regeneration project at Daepyeong-dong was jointly proposed by the Busan
Metropolitan Corporation and the Korea Institute of Ocean Science & Technology. It
was also selected as an economy-based urban regeneration project for the second half
of 2019, providing a basis for building a regional innovation system through collaboration
between a regional public corporation and a relocated public institution.
Figure 11. Urban regeneration project-tailored contents and promotion strategy at Daepyeong-dong in Busan

1. Case of Establishing a Strategy for Old City Centers Regeneration through a Mutually Beneficial Regional Development Plan
1) Establishment of a systematic and organic regional mutually-beneficial
development plan from a wide-area cooperation model that promotes
old city centers

Repair

Equipment

Maintenance factory for ship
(12 Shipbuilding yards)

Industrial company
(328 industrial companies+α)

Articles for ship

Tour

Busan Port International Ship Supply Center
+
Building total information management platform
(website) for ship supply
+
Revision of Ordinance of Busan City Shipping Industry
Excellent Enterprise Certification and Support

Material and work computerization needed
Improvement of work environment needed
Improvement of marine and atmospheric
environment needed
Human resource training and cooperation
of professional skills needed

Centum Innovation
District Repair
(Centum) Image
Technology VR technology

Dongsam Innovation
District Repair
(Youngdo) Marin
science technology

Source: Busan Metropolitan City
2020.

Kangkangee Culture Village
+
Regional tourism support center
+
Cultural city Youngdo

The foundation for higher-level industrialization of ship repair industry is prepared
and regeneration project to strengthen the potential of Daepyeong-dong is needed
to be promoted (repair + equipment)

Creation of business promotion basis

• A mutually beneficial development plan that links the old city centers of
Sejong-si and Jochiwon
The measure of the Sejong-si and Chungcheong regions (2014), the Vision 2030 midto the long-term development plan for Sejong-si, an urban regeneration strategy plan of
Sejong-si (2015), and the “Young Jochiwon Project” sponsored by the urban regeneration
promotional plan around Jochiwon (2016) are all systematically and organically linked.

Busan Metropolitan Corp.(BMC)+Urban Regeneration Center Busan
Regional Industry Welfare Center

C1
C2

Happy housing (50 households)
C3

Advancement of Ship Repair Busan Techno Park (BTP)
Ship Repair Innovation Center

Regional Industry Welfare Center
Ship AR/VR Virtualization Center
C1
Repair Ship Technology Center

B1

B1

Ship
Supply
Center

A1

Repair Ship Technology Center
Re-employment in special welding
and shipbuilding industry

A1
A2
A3
A4

Ship Repair Innovation Center

Training human resource and fostering new industry
Korea Maritime and Ocean University+Korea Institute of Ocean Science & Technology (KIOST)
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2) Promotion of public institution-led projects that contribute to the region
This relocated public institute-led project in the comprehensive development plan of the
innovation city required the review of 15 best practices in “the first performance report
competition of innovation cities”. The results produced nine relocated public institutionled type projects, revealing clear contents and high performance compared to local
government-led projects. An excellent project example is the National Pension Service,
which was relocated to Jeonbuk through cooperation with the local government,
a university, and 11 companies to help found the NPS+IT R&D Center. This was
established to conduct collaborative projects. In addition, the Korea Institute of Ceramic
Engineering and Technology was relocated to Gyeongnam, conducting a project to
support regional small- and medium-sized enterprises as well as unemployed graduates
majoring in science and engineering.

Figure 12. Jochiwon Culture Garden constructed by the Jochiwon Urban Regeneration Project

Business land purchase

Cultural and art functions
setup through upcycling

Adoption of core facilities
and determination of
operating body

Source: Sejong Special Autonomy
City 2016.

Discovery and management of utilizable local assets

Non-profit organization
Social cooperative / Village enterprise

Previous water treatment plant

Organizing private-public
partnership governance

Local government
Sejong Metropolitan Autonomous City /
Urban Regeneration Support Center

Current plant utilized as a cultural facility

3. Case of Utilizing Unused Spaces in Old City Centers as Cultural and Consumption Spaces
1) Regional assets in old city centers actively discovered and converted
An urban regeneration project to promote a commercial area in the old city center
of Naju that utilized unused space inside that center devised links with institutions
relocated to the innovation city, such as Korean Electric Power Corporation and the
Korea Creative Content Agency (KCCA). These relocated public institutions supported
the operation of a realistic media center and content authoring, along with startup
companies, advertisement exhibition halls, electric car charging facilities, and road-based
photovoltaic module installations.
Another project, the Young Jochiwon urban regeneration project, created a culture and
art space that was not sufficiently allocated for by utilizing closed factories and a neglected
water treatment plant in the old city center. As such, the project facilitated regional
promotions in conjunction with surrounding historical, cultural, and tourism resources.
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4. Case of Strengthening Accessibility and Linkage between
Innovation City and Old City Center
1) Short-term Mobility on Demand utilization with a hierarchical longterm upper plan
• The adoption of mobility on demand of Chungbuk New Town
Chungbuk New Town reviewed the adoption of Mobility on Demand to improve service
in a transportation hub that was poorly linked with metropolitan transportation. That
review produced alternatives (such as a traffic demand survey, adoption of a mobile
service platform, and establishing detailed operation measures).
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CHAPTER Ⅴ.

Figure 13. Mobility on Demand service
Source: Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, and Transport 2019.

Supplier(B)

Service Platform

Small van

Vehicle dispatch/
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11-seater small car

Vehicle running/
Customer get-on/off
information
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MoD service platform
Vehicle/
customer data management
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service platform
Riding information

Reservation/
Payment

Mobile App

Vehicle/
Riding information

management
Vehicle dispatch/
Reservation management

16-seater
medium-sized van

Strategies for
Regenerating Old City
Centers Linked to
Innovation Cities

• Building the bus rapid transit (BRT) system between old city centers of
Sejong-si and Jochiwon
Sejong-si founded the “Metropolitan Transportation Council of Happy City Area”, which
saw participation from the National Agency for Administrative City Construction and
seven surrounding upper- and lower-level local autonomies. The council announced
a plan to connect a 40 km radius of the metropolitan city area with the public
transportation network. The council also planned a link route between the multifunctional administrative city of Sejong-si and the old city center of Jochiwon, considering
the improvement of linkages between inner and outer sides of the city.

The detailed measures to regenerate old city centers linked to innovation cities based on
the above analysis results are as follows:
① Utilizing the characteristics and competencies of relocated public institutions
To utilize the characteristics and competencies of relocated public institutions, participation of relocated public institutions should be encouraged from the planning phase of
urban regeneration related projects. To do this, it is necessary to give merit to regeneration projects with public institution participants while providing advertisements and
information on urban regeneration projects proposed by public institutions for relocated
public institutions. Discovering or advertising cases that build regional innovation systems linked with public institutions and corporations will also be needed, as will finding
projects that contribute to regions tailored to relocated public institutions through those
institutions’ regional development plans.
② Discovering and utilizing unused resources in old city centers
As part of the measure to utilize old city center assets as cultural and consumption
spaces, cultural and historical assets in those areas require utilization. Incentives (such
as assistance with planning costs for program development) would respond to cultural
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demand in innovation cities, and reviewing measures to utilize unused old city center
spaces when expanding would increase the demand for relocated public institutions and
innovation cities.

CHAPTER VI.

Conclusion

③ Strengthening accessibility between innovation cities and old city centers
To strengthen accessibility between innovation cities and old city centers, analyze the demand for transportation linkages among innovation cities, wide-area transportation hubs,
and old city centers. A tailored strategy for meeting regional characteristics of innovation
cities is also required as is a mobility brand linking tourism strategy with old city center
promotions. A stepwise building strategy of smart transport infrastructure will improve
transportation accessibility that links old city centers with innovation cities. In the early
days of building innovation cities, mobility on demand should be adopted with a longterm goal of building a smart traffic system. It is also necessary to induce financial and
systematic support with smart city pilot projects while ensuring linkage with hierarchical
upper plans and building cooperative governance between adjacent regions.
④ Strengthening related project linkages
Strengthening linkages between related projects is needed to achieve a smooth regeneration of old city centers linked with innovation cities. It is necessary to grant merits to
urban regeneration projects linked with innovation cities when selecting a winner in the
public contest of urban regeneration projects or temporarily add new public contest
types. For the 2020 living SOC complex project, granting an incentive to projects that
utilize unused space in declining old city centers is needed in link with urban regeneration. Demonstration cases of projects that can link the living SOC complex and regional
development investment agreement are needed to be presented and advertised. Furthermore, expert consulting through development foundation and building a regular
consultation channel is needed. Through this, it is necessary to discover projects that can
contribute to regions by utilizing the competency of relocated public institutions in consultation with institutions from a planning phase for regeneration-related projects in the
established city around innovation cities and old city centers.
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This study conducted a diagnosis of impact of policies of innovation cities on the decline
of surrounding old city centers, analysis of the current status of policies and systems for
win-win development between innovation city and surrounding regions, and analysis of
regeneration cases of old city centers utilizing regional innovation competence.
The new outflow population from surrounding established cities to 10 innovation cities
were 92,996 persons since 2012. Among them, 51% of them came from surrounding
established cities. Thus, increase rates in the numbers of companies and employees
in surrounding established cities during the 2012–2017 period were lower than that
of innovation cities as well as lower than the national averages. Innovation cities
developed in the outskirt of established cities were conducive to not only large-scale
urban development projects but also suburbanized residential areas and hollowing-out
of old city centers. Accordingly, it is necessary to adopt a strategy to strengthen and
vitalize the consuming, tourism, and cultural basis of the old city center. Stepwise goals
and strategies in the win-win development section with surrounding regions are not
sufficient and the support for the activation of urban regeneration around innovation
cities and linkage among projects is lacking among the promotion tasks of Innovation
city Season 2. Thus, measures such as the assignment of incentives when participating in
urban regeneration projects, induction of participation of relocated public institutions,
and building a consultation channel in local government on a regular basis are needed.
Through the case analysis, the following implications were derived: systematic and
organic linkage of regional win-win development plan from wide-area cooperation
model to the promotion of old city centers, building a regional innovation system in link
with relocated public institutions and regional industries, the active discovery of regional
assets of the old city center and conversion of them into the culture and consuming
space, and ensuring a linkage with hierarchically upper plan related to transportation and
building governance.
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The proposed measures to regenerate old city centers linked to innovation cities based
on the above analysis results are as follows: First, characteristics and competency of
relocated public institutions are utilized. Second, assets and unused resources in old city
centers are utilized as a culture and consuming space. Third, the accessibility between the
innovation city and the old city center is strengthened. Fourth, the linkage among related
projects is strengthened.
As described above, this study derived regenerative tasks for old city centers around
innovation cities and proposed measures to improve systems by analyzing changes in
population and job numbers of surrounding established cities and old city centers due
to the creation of innovation cities. It also discussed mutually beneficial development
systems for innovation cities and surrounding regions, and analyzed regeneration cases
of old city centers that utilized regional innovation competence, such as relocated public
institutions. However, regenerating old city centers linked with innovation cities is one
of many possible mutually beneficial development plans. As 113 public institutions have
been relocated, it is now necessary to discuss the fundamental status of innovation cities
and take a wider approach to mutually beneficial development.
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